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12X12

COMSTOCK 12 X 12 DOUBLE DOOR TRAP

Model: C12DD-36

Model C12DD-36 is primarily used for raccoon, armadillo, porcupine,
badger and fisher, but can be used for skunk, woodchuck, opossum and
similar size animals. It weighs 16 lbs and measures 36” L x 12” W x 12”
H.  Set on its side, it may be used to take bobcat and fox.  This rugged
trap is made with strong, tight 1/2” x 1” mesh in 14 gage cage wire to
keep raccoons from reaching into the trap if baited and then hold them
once they are captured.  This is a heavy duty professional trap with two
trap doors. This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little
maintenance. It features super strong coil springs that power the trap
door. The door locks into place which prevents animals from escaping,
even if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap
is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to
capture the most trap shy animals and does not have a trip pan for
animals to avoid.

Read More
SKU: C12DD-36
Price: $158.45

COMSTOCK 12 X 12 SINGLE DOOR TRAP WITH REAR BAIT DOOR

Model: C12BD-36

Model C12BD-36 is primarily used for raccoon, armadillo, porcupine,
badger and fisher, but can be used for skunk, woodchuck, opossum and
similar size animals.  Set on its side, it may be used to take bobcat or fox. 
This rugged trap is made with strong tight 1/2” x 1” mesh in 14 gage cage
wire to keep raccoons from reaching in for bait and hold them once they
are captured.  It weighs 16 lbs.  and measures 36” L x 12” W x 12” H. This
is a heavy duty professional trap with one trap door. The rear bait door,
hinged at the bottom, easily flips down from the top allowing bait to be
wired to the door if desired or simply dropped for animal removal. Original
latch device prevents accidental escapes. This trap is strong, reliable,
durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super strong coil
springs that power the trap door. The door locks into place which prevents
animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely
upside down. This trap is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/beaverotter/c12dd-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/beaverotter/c12dd-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c12bd-36/
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which allows you to capture the most trap shy animals and does not have
a trip pan for animals to avoid.

Read More
SKU: C12BD-36
Price: $147.85

COMSTOCK 12 X 12 WIRE TRIGGERED (PAN-LESS) SINGLE DOOR
TRAP

Model C12SD-36

Model C12SD-36 is primarily used for raccoon, armadillo, porcupine,
badger and fisher, but can be used for skunk, woodchuck, opossum and
similar size animals. It weighs 15 lbs and measures 36” L x 12” W x 12”
H.  Set on its side, it may be used to take bobcat and fox.  This rugged
trap is made with strong, tight 1/2” x 1” mesh in 14 gage cage wire to
keep raccoons from reaching into the trap for bait and then hold them
once they are captured.  This is a heavy duty professional trap with one
trap door. This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little
maintenance. It features super strong coil springs that power the trap
door. The door locks into place which prevents animals from escaping,
even if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap
is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to
capture the most trap shy animals and does not have a trip pan for
animals to avoid.

Read More
SKU: C12SD-36
Price: $137.25

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c12bd-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/12x12/c12sd-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/12x12/c12sd-36/
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COMSTOCK 12 X 12 DOUBLE DOOR TRAP WITH 1.5" X 1.5" WIRE
MESH

Model: CB12DD-36

Beaver/Otter 12” x 12” Double Door Trap. This trap is 36” L x 12” W x 12”
H with 1-1/2” x 1-1/2” 12 gauge wire mesh. Like the larger 12” x 18” swim
through Comstock Beaver Cage Trap, the 12” x 12” is designed for
beaver/otter to be used in smaller runs, tighter spots, to be placed upside
down, but will perform in any position. It will also take muskrats. Placed on
land the 12” x 12” will take large raccoon, armadillo, otter, opossum,
woodchuck, skunk, fisher, and like size animals and even bobcat.

Read More
SKU: CB12DD-36
Price: $158.45

COMSTOCK 12 X 12 SINGLE DOOR TRAP WITH REAR SLIDER
RELEASE DOOR

Model: C12TD-36

Model C12TD-36 is primarily used for raccoon, armadillo, porcupine,
badger and fisher, but can be used for skunk, woodchuck, opossum and
similar size animals.  Set on its side, it may be used to take bobcat or fox. 
This rugged trap is made with strong tight 1/2” x 1” mesh in 14 gage cage
wire to keep raccoons from reaching in for bait and hold them once they
are captured.  It weighs 16 lbs.  and measures 36” L x 12” W x 12” H. This
is a heavy duty professional trap with one trap door. The rear slider door
is simply slides up when locking device is released to make the transfer of
live animals into another holding trap quick and easy. This trap is strong,
reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super strong
coil springs that power the trap door. The door locks into place which
prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled over or flipped
completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger
mechanism which allows you to capture the most trap shy animals and
does not have a trip pan for animals to avoid.

Read More
SKU: C12TD-36
Price: $154.25

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/beaverotter/cb12dd-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/beaverotter/cb12dd-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/comstock-wire-triggered-pan-less-single-door-trap-with-rear-bait-door-with-release-door/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/comstock-wire-triggered-pan-less-single-door-trap-with-rear-bait-door-with-release-door/
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9X11 DOUBLE DOOR

18L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK DOUBLE DOOR

Model: C911DD-18

Model C911DD-18 is designed for raccoon, woodchuck, opossum, rabbits
and similar size animals. It weighs 11 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire
mesh throughout the trap and measures 18L x 9W x 11H. This trap has
two trap doors and is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little
maintenance. It features super strong coil springs that power the trap
doors. The doors lock into place which prevents animals from escaping,
even if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap
is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to
capture the most trap shy animals and does not a have a trip pan for
animals to avoid. All Comstock Series Traps are made to order and
manufactured on a first in first out basis. Please allow additional
processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911DD-18
Price: $105.45

24L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK DOUBLE DOOR

Model: C911DD-24

Model C911DD-24 is designed for raccoon, woodchuck, opossum, rabbits
and similar size animals. It weighs 12 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire
mesh throughout the trap and measures 24L x 9W x 11H. This trap has
two trap doors and is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little
maintenance. It features super strong coil springs that power the trap
doors. The doors lock into place which prevents animals from escaping,
even if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap
is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to
capture the most trap shy animals and does not a have a trip pan for
animals to avoid. All Comstock Series Traps are made to order and
manufactured on a first in first out basis. Please allow additional
processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911DD-24
Price: $108.65

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911dd-18/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911dd-18/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911dd-24/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911dd-24/
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30L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK DOUBLE DOOR

Model: C911DD-30

Model C911DD-30 is designed for raccoon, woodchuck, opossum, rabbits
and similar size animals. It weighs 13 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire
mesh throughout the trap and measures 30L x 9W x 11H. This trap has
two trap doors and is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little
maintenance. It features super strong coil springs that power the trap
doors. The doors lock into place which prevents animals from escaping,
even if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap
is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to
capture the most trap shy animals and does not a have a trip pan for
animals to avoid. All Comstock Series Traps are made to order and
manufactured on a first in first out basis. Please allow additional
processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911DD-30
Price: $111.85

36L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK DOUBLE DOOR

Model: C911DD-36

Model C911DD-36 is designed for raccoon, woodchuck, opossum, rabbits
and similar size animals. It weighs 14 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire
mesh throughout the trap and measures 36L x 9W x 11H. This trap has
two trap doors and is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little
maintenance. It features super strong coil springs that power the trap
doors. The doors lock into place which prevents animals from escaping,
even if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap
is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to
capture the most trap shy animals and does not a have a trip pan for
animals to avoid. All Comstock Series Traps are made to order and
manufactured on a first in first out basis. Please allow additional
processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911DD-36
Price: $115.00

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911dd-30/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911dd-30/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911dd-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911dd-36/
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9X11 DOUBLE DOOR FLUSH MOUNT

24L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK DOUBLE DOOR WITH ONE FLUSH
MOUNTED DOOR

Model: C911FD-24

Model C911FD-24 is designed for raccoon, woodchuck, armadillo and
similar size animals. This trap has an overall length of 24" with an 18"
catch compartment. It weighs 12 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh
throughout the trap and measures 24L x 9W x 11H. This trap has two trap
doors with one flush mounted. This means you can “positive set" the trap
against a vertical den opening such as against a wall. The door remains
completely inside the trap when the trap door is open and the trap is set.
This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It
features super strong coil springs that power the trap doors. The doors
lock into place which prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is
rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a
swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to capture the most
trap shy animals and does not have a trip pan for an animal to avoid. All
Comstock Series Traps are made to order and manufactured on a first in
first out basis. Please allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911FD-24
Price: $116.05

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911fd-24/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911fd-24/
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30L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK DOUBLE DOOR WITH ONE FLUSH
MOUNTED DOOR

Model: C911FD-30

Model C911FD-30 is designed for raccoon, woodchuck, armadillo and
similar size animals. This trap has an overall length of 30" with a 24" catch
compartment. It weighs 13 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh
throughout the trap and measures 30L x 9W x 11H. This trap has two trap
doors with one flush mounted. This means you can “positive set" the trap
against a vertical den opening such as against a wall. The door remains
completely inside the trap when the trap door is open and the trap is set.
This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It
features super strong coil springs that power the trap doors. The doors
lock into place which prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is
rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a
swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to capture the most
trap shy animals and does not have a trip pan for an animal to avoid. All
Comstock Series Traps are made to order and manufactured on a first in
first out basis. Please allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911FD-30
Price: $119.25

36L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK DOUBLE DOOR WITH ONE FLUSH
MOUNTED DOOR

Model: C911FD-36

Model C911FD-36 is designed for raccoon, woodchuck, armadillo and
similar size animals. This trap has an overall length of 36" with a 30" catch
compartment. It weighs 14 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh
throughout the trap and measures 30L x 9W x 11H. This trap has two trap
doors with one flush mounted. This means you can “positive set" the trap
against a vertical den opening such as against a wall. The door remains
completely inside the trap when the trap door is open and the trap is set.
This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It
features super strong coil springs that power the trap doors. The doors
lock into place which prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is
rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a
swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to capture the most
trap shy animals and does not have a trip pan for an animal to avoid. All
Comstock Series Traps are made to order and manufactured on a first in
first out basis. Please allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911FD-36

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911fd-30/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911fd-30/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911fd-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911fd-36/
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Price: $122.45
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9X11 DOUBLE DOOR MULTI PURPOSE

COMSTOCK WIRE TRIGGERED (PAN-LESS) MULTI-PURPOSE TRAP

Model: C911MP

There are no traps more versatile than the Multipurpose 36” L x 11” W x
9” H Comstock Cage Trap with its built in 3-way nose cone! With two
doors, this unique cage trap will capture animals coming from two
directions in a trail situation. Utilizing a bottom opening in the nose cone,
it will also capture animals entering or exiting dens, free standing, or up
against structure. Unique, this trap with it’s 3-way nose cone can
accommodate up to two additional traps due to side flaps located in the 3-
way nose cone. Also, because of side flaps, the trap can be placed both
perpendicular or parallel to buildings, left or right. This trap is designed for
woodchucks, skunks, raccoons etc.

*Additionally, this multipurpose trap may even be attached upside down,
sideways or at oblique angles to capture raccoon entering or existing
buildings.

Read More
SKU: C911MP
Price: $147.85

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911mp/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911mp/
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9X11 SINGLE DOOR

18L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR

Model: C911SD-18

Model C911SD-18 is designed for raccoon, woodchuck and similar size
animals. It weighs 13 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout
the trap and measures 18L x 9W x 11H. This single door trap is strong,
reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super strong
coil springs that power the trap door. The door locks into place which
prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled over or flipped
completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger
mechanism which allows you to capture the most trap shy animals and
does not have a trip pan for animals to avoid. All Comstock Series Traps
are made to order and manufactured on a first in first out basis. Please
allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911SD-18
Price: $84.25

24L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR

Model: C911SD-24

Model C911SD-18 is designed for raccoon, woodchuck and similar size
animals. It weighs 13 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout
the trap and measures 24L x 9W x 11H. This single door trap is strong,
reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super strong
coil springs that power the trap door. The door locks into place which
prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled over or flipped
completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger
mechanism which allows you to capture the most trap shy animals and
does not have a trip pan for animals to avoid. All Comstock Series Traps
are made to order and manufactured on a first in first out basis. Please
allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911SD-24
Price: $87.45

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911sd-18/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911sd-18/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911sd-24/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911sd-24/
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30L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR

Model: C911SD-30

Model C911SD-18 is designed for raccoon, woodchuck and similar size
animals. It weighs 13 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout
the trap and measures 30L x 9W x 11H. This single door trap is strong,
reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super strong
coil springs that power the trap door. The door locks into place which
prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled over or flipped
completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger
mechanism which allows you to capture the most trap shy animals and
does not have a trip pan for animals to avoid. All Comstock Series Traps
are made to order and manufactured on a first in first out basis. Please
allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911SD-30
Price: $90.65

36L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR

Model: C911SD-36

Model C911SD-18 is designed for raccoon, woodchuck and similar size
animals. It weighs 13 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout
the trap and measures 36L x 9W x 11H. This single door trap is strong,
reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super strong
coil springs that power the trap door. The door locks into place which
prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled over or flipped
completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger
mechanism which allows you to capture the most trap shy animals and
does not have a trip pan for animals to avoid. All Comstock Series Traps
are made to order and manufactured on a first in first out basis. Please
allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911SD-36
Price: $93.80

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911sd-30/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911sd-30/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911sd-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911sd-36/
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9X11 SINGLE DOOR WITH BAIT DOOR

18L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR WITH REAR BAIT DOOR

Model: C911BD-18

Model C911BD-18 is designed for racoon, woodchuck, and similar size
animals. It weighs 13 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout
the trap and measures 18L x 9W x 11H. This trap has one trap door and is
strong, reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super
strong coil springs that power the trap door. The door locks into place
which prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled over or
flipped completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a swing bar wire
trigger mechanism which allows you to capture the most trap shy animals
and does not have a trip pan for animals to avoid. All Comstock Series
Traps are made to order and manufactured on a first in first out basis.
Please allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911BD-18
Price: $94.85

24L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR WITH REAR BAIT DOOR

Model: C911BD-24

Model C911BD-24 is designed for racoon, woodchuck, and similar size
animals. It weighs 14 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout
the trap and measures 24L x 9W x 11H. This trap has one trap door and is
strong, reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super
strong coil springs that power the trap door. The door locks into place
which prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled over or
flipped completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a swing bar wire
trigger mechanism which allows you to capture the most trap shy animals
and does not have a trip pan for animals to avoid. All Comstock Series
Traps are made to order and manufactured on a first in first out basis.
Please allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911BD-24
Price: $98.05

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911bd-18/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911bd-18/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911bd-24/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911bd-24/
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30L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR WITH REAR BAIT DOOR

Model: C911BD-30

Model C911BD-30 is designed for racoon, woodchuck, and similar size
animals. It weighs 13 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout
the trap and measures 30L x 9W x 11H. This trap has one trap door and is
strong, reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super
strong coil springs that power the trap door. The door locks into place
which prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled over or
flipped completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a swing bar wire
trigger mechanism which allows you to capture the most trap shy animals
and does not have a trip pan for animals to avoid. All Comstock Series
Traps are made to order and manufactured on a first in first out basis.
Please allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911BD-30
Price: $101.25

36L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR WITH REAR BAIT DOOR

Model: C911BD-36

Model C911BD-36 is designed for racoon, woodchuck, and similar size
animals. It weighs 14 lbs, is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout
the trap and measures 36L x 9W x 11H. This trap has one trap door and is
strong, reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super
strong coil springs that power the trap door. The door locks into place
which prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled over or
flipped completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a swing bar wire
trigger mechanism which allows you to capture the most trap shy animals
and does not have a trip pan for animals to avoid. All Comstock Series
Traps are made to order and manufactured on a first in first out basis.
Please allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911BD-36
Price: $104.40

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911bd-30/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911bd-30/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911bd-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911bd-36/
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9X11 SINGLE DOOR WITH SLIDING DOOR

18L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR TRAP WITH SLIDING
REAR DOOR

Model: C911TD-18

Model C911TD-18 is designed for raccoons, armadillos, skunks, wood
chucks, fisher, opossum and similar size animals. It weighs 11 lbs, is
constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout the trap and measures 18L
x 9W x 11H. This is a heavy duty professional trap with one trap door and
a rear transfer door. This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and requires
little maintenance. It features super strong coil springs that power the trap
door. The door locks into place which prevents animals from escaping,
even if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap
is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to
capture the most trap shy animals and does not have a trip pan for
animals to avoid. The rear transfer door allows for easy release or transfer
of an animal. It also allows the trap to be baited easily from the rear of the
trap without reaching through the front and risking setting the trap off. All
Comstock Series Traps are made to order and manufactured on a first in
first out basis. Please allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911TD-18
Price: $101.25

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911td-18/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911td-18/
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24L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR TRAP WITH SLIDING
REAR DOOR

Model: C911TD-24

Model C911TD-24 is designed for raccoons, armadillos, skunks, wood
chucks, fisher, opossum and similar size animals. It weighs 12 lbs, is
constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout the trap and measures 24L
x 9W x 11H. This is a heavy duty professional trap with one trap door and
a rear transfer door. This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and requires
little maintenance. It features super strong coil springs that power the trap
door. The door locks into place which prevents animals from escaping,
even if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap
is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to
capture the most trap shy animals and does not have a trip pan for
animals to avoid. The rear transfer door allows for easy release or transfer
of an animal. It also allows the trap to be baited easily from the rear of the
trap without reaching through the front and risking setting the trap off. All
Comstock Series Traps are made to order and manufactured on a first in
first out basis. Please allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911TD-24
Price: $104.40

30L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR TRAP WITH SLIDING
REAR DOOR

Model: C911TD-30

Model C911TD-30 is designed for raccoons, armadillos, skunks, wood
chucks, fisher, opossum and similar size animals. It weighs 13 lbs, is
constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout the trap and measures 30L
x 9W x 11H. This is a heavy duty professional trap with one trap door and
a rear transfer door. This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and requires
little maintenance. It features super strong coil springs that power the trap
door. The door locks into place which prevents animals from escaping,
even if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap
is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to
capture the most trap shy animals and does not have a trip pan for
animals to avoid. The rear transfer door allows for easy release or transfer
of an animal. It also allows the trap to be baited easily from the rear of the
trap without reaching through the front and risking setting the trap off. All
Comstock Series Traps are made to order and manufactured on a first in
first out basis. Please allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911TD-30

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911td-24/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911td-24/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911td-30/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911td-30/
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Price: $107.60

36L X 9W X 11H - COMSTOCK SINGLE DOOR TRAP WITH SLIDING
REAR DOOR

Model: C911TD-36

Model C911TD-36 is designed for raccoons, armadillos, skunks, wood
chucks, fisher, opossum and similar size animals. It weighs 14 lbs, is
constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh throughout the trap and measures 36L
x 9W x 11H. This is a heavy duty professional trap with one trap door and
a rear transfer door. This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and requires
little maintenance. It features super strong coil springs that power the trap
door. The door locks into place which prevents animals from escaping,
even if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This trap
is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to
capture the most trap shy animals and does not have a trip pan for
animals to avoid. The rear transfer door allows for easy release or transfer
of an animal. It also allows the trap to be baited easily from the rear of the
trap without reaching through the front and risking setting the trap off. All
Comstock Series Traps are made to order and manufactured on a first in
first out basis. Please allow additional processing time for this item to ship.

Read More
SKU: C911TD-36
Price: $110.75

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911td-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c911td-36/
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COMSTOCK CAGE ACCESSORIES
Comstock Cage Accessories

NOSE CONE FOR MODEL C6626 - 7L X 6.5W X 6.5H

Model: C668

Model CN668 is a nose cone designed to be used with the model C6626
trap for bait-less, positive setting over virtually any rodent hole to capture
animals exiting or entering. The nose cone can be placed over holes in the
ground to capture chipmunks and ground squirrels or secured to buildings
over entry holes in any position. This nose cone can be rotated to
accommodate holes in walls, attached either left or right as well as
attached to overhead openings from above in soffits or ceilings. With dual
flaps that can be used separately or together, this unique nose cone was
purposely engineered to fit over hard to reach corner holes quickly, saving
both time and money with wire fabrication associated with connecting
double door traps to entry holes.

Read More
SKU: CN668
Price: $19.88

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c668/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c668/
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“V” SETTERS FOR COMSTOCK CAGE POWERED DOORS

Model: CDS

This small, light weight, simple setting tool in a “one size fits all”
configuration is designed to work with all of the Comstock powered door
cages with 9x11, 12x12 and 12x18 inch openings, yet it weighs only 6
ounces.  By adding a great deal of leverage, this handy setter not only
makes setting the Comstock powered door cage traps fast and easy, it
allows for the safe release of captured animals too.  The handle keeps
your hand up and out of the way, well above the trap as the animal exists
the cage.  Of course, Comstock cages do not require the use of a setting
tool, this just makes setting easier and releasing animals safer.

Note: If setters are not used, a Tomahawk cage separator tool can be used
to keep the animal away from the door while using a single rod to hold the
door of the Comstock Cage traps open.

Directions for use:

SET CENTER SWING BAR TAB, SQUEEZE HANDLE TOGETHER ON SPRING
LOADED SETTERS AND PLACE SETTER AS SHOWN ON CAGE DOOR LOCK
BAR , SIMPLY LIFT WITH ONE HAND AND LATCH DOOR HOOK ON TRIP ROD
TAB.

Read More
SKU: CDS
Price: $21.15

FLUSH MOUNT ADAPTER FOR ALL 9X11 COMSTOCK SERIES TRAPS

Model: C911FMA

Flush mount cage traps encapsulate a door in the set position so that
when the trap is fired the door is free to close without interference. 
Available from the factory, Comstock offers flush mount traps with one
flush mounted "internal door" and one standard "external door." 
Providing more versatility, flush mount cage traps are great for positive
setting at den sites or against flat surfaces.  For those who own standard
Comstock 9” x 11” cage traps with 2 external doors, but have a need for a
flush mount trap, this handy money saving, flush mount attachment will
transform a standard Comstock trap into a flush mount trap quickly and
easily without purchasing another trap.  With clips or hog rings the four
flaps can be clipped into position to form a solid weld-like bond.  Ruggedly
made with 1/4" round rod framing at each end, this unit can be attached
or removed at will.  Though one flush mount unit is all that is necessary in
most cases, flush mount units can be attached to each end of double door
traps.

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/v-setter/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/v-setter/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911fma/
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Read More
SKU: C911FMA
Price: $28.15

NOSE CONE FOR MODEL C5524 - 7L X 5 ½W X 5 ½H

Model: CN557

Model CN557 is a nose cone designed to be used with the model C5524
swing panel trap for positive set mounting over virtually any rodent hole
to capture animals exiting or entering. The nose cone can be placed over
holes in the ground to capture chipmunks and ground squirrels or secured
to buildings over entry holes in any position. This nose cone can be
rotated to accommodate holes in walls, attached either left or right as well
as attached to overhead openings from above in soffits or ceilings. With
dual flaps that can be used separately or together, this unique nose cone
was purposely engineered to fit over hard to reach corner holes quickly,
saving both time and money with wire fabrication associated with
connecting double door traps to corners entry holes. This accessory
measures 7L x 5.5W x 5.5H and is constructed of 1/2x1 wire mesh.

Read More
SKU: CN557
Price: $16.70

3-WAY NOSE CONE / SPLITTER FOR 9X11 TRAPS

Model: C911SP

A time saver, the 3 way nose cone splitter may be used at free standing
den sites or dens under or against buildings etc. to direct animals into
double door Comstock Cage Traps. When used with a single trap, the
splitter allows for three choices in trap placement, covering 270 degrees,
where obstacles are present, a must for the ADC trapper. In open areas
from one to three traps may be placed at a single den site for multiple
catches in a single night to shorten the time to complete a job (Best when
used with Comstock metal nose cones or flush mount cage traps). In
addition, the 3-way splitter may be attached anywhere on buildings where
raccoon are entering with Comstock Double Door Cage Traps to capture
animals entering or existing in much the same way as on the ground for
woodchucks and skunks, under, on top or sideways.

Read More
SKU: C911SP

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911fma/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cn557/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cn557/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911sp/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911sp/
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Price: $41.34

CHIMNEY ADAPTOR

Model: C911CA

Designed to be used primarily with standard 30” or 36” long 9” x 11”
Double Door Comstock Cage Traps or will work with single door Comstock
Cage Traps. Four flaps clip onto the body of the cage trap quickly and
easily to form a rock solid unit. The 18” Long portion at 5” x 9” adapter
slides into the chimney for stability. It is designed to accommodate both
small and larger chimneys in order to capture raccoons exiting or entering
when used with double door Comstock Cage Traps. *Also, where there are
recessed or small entry points on a building, the adapter can be attached
to a 9” x 11” Comstock Cage Trap and slid into place to work as a nose
cone to direct animals into traps.

Read More
SKU: C911CA
Price: $62.55

COMSTOCK T-BAR SETTIN’ STICKS

Model: CSticks

These heavy duty, indestructible trap setters are designed for 330 sized,
10” and larger body gripping traps.  Made from solid 5/8” steel rod, these
setters are but 15” long, and yet offer plenty of leverage to set the most
powerful body gripping traps like Belise, B.M.I. and others.  With a
swiveled chain joining the T-Bars together to prevent loss, they won’t
tangle and can easily be carried out of the way over a shoulder or around
your neck while hiking.

Read More
SKU: CSticks
Price: $20.00

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911ca/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911ca/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/comstock-t-bar-settin-sticks/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/comstock-t-bar-settin-sticks/
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PLASTIC TRAP COVER FOR 7 X 7 TRAPS

Model: PC105

Trap Covers are great for protecting captured animals from the elements.
They also hide trapped animals so people passing by don’t see them and
become alarmed. The trap cover can be left on the trap when transporting
the animal, giving you added protection. Covers also have a calming
effect over most trapped animals. Our plastic trap covers are made from
.090 low density polyethylene. They are durable, easy to clean, and fold
flat for easy storage. This cover fits all 7" x 7" trap models which includes
the C7732 and C7736.

Read More
SKU: PC105
Price: $20.65

3-WAY NOSE CONE/SPLITTER FOR 12 X 12 TRAPS

Model: C1212SP

Model C1212SP is designed to be used with Comstock Series 12x12 traps.
The 3 way nose cone splitter may be used at free standing den sites or
dens under or against structures to direct animals into double door
Comstock Cage Traps. This accessory measures 13 x 13 x 13 and is
constructed of 1x1 - 14ga wire mesh.

Read More
SKU: C1212SP
Price: $46.64

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/pc105/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/pc105/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c1212sp/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c1212sp/
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NOSE CONE FOR MODEL C3524 - 7L X 3.5W X 5.5H

CN357

Model CN357 is a nose cone designed to be used with the model C3524
swing panel trap for positive set mounting over virtually any rodent hole
to capture animals exiting or entering. The nose cone can be placed over
holes in the ground to capture chipmunks and ground squirrels or secured
to buildings over entry holes in any position. This nose cone can be
rotated to accommodate holes in walls, attached either left or right as well
as attached to overhead openings from above in soffits or ceilings. With
dual flaps that can be used separately or together, this unique nose cone
was purposely engineered to fit over hard to reach corner holes quickly,
saving both time and money with wire fabrication associated with
connecting double door traps to corners entry holes. This accessory
measures 7L x 3.5W x 5.5H and is constructed of 1/2x1 wire mesh.

Read More
SKU: CN357
Price: $16.70

C911NC-18 - SHEET METAL NOSE CONE FOR 18" COMSTOCK CAGE
TRAPS WITH STANDARD TRAP DOORS

Model: C911NC-18

This handy multi purpose accessory was made to fit over the 9x11x18
Comstock Cage Traps and bring capture time to a minimum for den
animals like woodchucks, skunks, armadillos. For transport, the nose cone
fits over the cage, taking up no extra room. With no less than 3 uses, the
nose cone can be used to direct animals into Comstock Double Door Cage
Traps at den sites, either at free standing dens sites or dens located up
against structures. When placed sideways against structure, either one or
two traps may be used. Secondly, when using bait with either single or
double door Comstock Cage Traps, the solid nature of the nose cone
prevents animals from reaching in to remove bait. Third, when skunks are
captured, the metal nose cone will all but eliminate problems from
spraying. Additionally, covered animals are more protected from harsh
sunlight, rain and snow. This accessory measures 18L x 9.5W x 11H and is
constructed of galvanized sheet metal with a 1x1 wire mesh flap.

Read More
SKU: C911NC-18
Price: $34.45

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cn357/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cn357/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-18/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-18/
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C911NC-24 - SHEET METAL NOSE CONE FOR 24" COMSTOCK CAGE
TRAPS WITH STANDARD TRAP DOORS

Model: C911NC-24

This handy multi purpose accessory was made to fit over the 9x11x24
Comstock Cage Traps and bring capture time to a minimum for den
animals like woodchucks, skunks, armadillos. For transport, the nose cone
fits over the cage, taking up no extra room. With no less than 3 uses, the
nose cone can be used to direct animals into Comstock Double Door Cage
Traps at den sites, either at free standing dens sites or dens located up
against structures. When placed sideways against structure, either one or
two traps may be used. Secondly, when using bait with either single or
double door Comstock Cage Traps, the solid nature of the nose cone
prevents animals from reaching in to remove bait. Third, when skunks are
captured, the metal nose cone will all but eliminate problems from
spraying. Additionally, covered animals are more protected from harsh
sunlight, rain and snow. This accessory measures 24L x 9.5W x 11H and is
constructed of galvanized sheet metal with a 1x1 wire mesh flap.

Read More
SKU: C911NC-24
Price: $36.57

C911NC-30 - SHEET METAL NOSE CONE FOR 30" COMSTOCK CAGE
TRAPS WITH STANDARD TRAP DOORS

Model: C911NC-30

This handy multi purpose accessory was made to fit over the 9x11x30
Comstock Cage Traps and bring capture time to a minimum for den
animals like woodchucks, skunks, armadillos. For transport, the nose cone
fits over the cage, taking up no extra room. With no less than 3 uses, the
nose cone can be used to direct animals into Comstock Double Door Cage
Traps at den sites, either at free standing dens sites or dens located up
against structures. When placed sideways against structure, either one or
two traps may be used. Secondly, when using bait with either single or
double door Comstock Cage Traps, the solid nature of the nose cone
prevents animals from reaching in to remove bait. Third, when skunks are
captured, the metal nose cone will all but eliminate problems from
spraying. Additionally, covered animals are more protected from harsh
sunlight, rain and snow. This accessory measures 30L x 9.5W x 11H and is
constructed of galvanized sheet metal with a 1x1 wire mesh flap.

Read More
SKU: C911NC-30
Price: $38.69

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-24/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-24/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-30/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-30/
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C911NC-36 - SHEET METAL NOSE CONE FOR 36" COMSTOCK CAGE
TRAPS WITH STANDARD TRAP DOORS

Model: C911NC-36

This handy multi purpose accessory was made to fit over the 9x11x36
Comstock Cage Traps and bring capture time to a minimum for den
animals like woodchucks, skunks, armadillos. For transport, the nose cone
fits over the cage, taking up no extra room. With no less than 3 uses, the
nose cone can be used to direct animals into Comstock Double Door Cage
Traps at den sites, either at free standing dens sites or dens located up
against structures. When placed sideways against structure, either one or
two traps may be used. Secondly, when using bait with either single or
double door Comstock Cage Traps, the solid nature of the nose cone
prevents animals from reaching in to remove bait. Third, when skunks are
captured, the metal nose cone will all but eliminate problems from
spraying. Additionally, covered animals are more protected from harsh
sunlight, rain and snow. This accessory measures 36L x 9.5W x 11H and is
constructed of galvanized sheet metal with a 1x1 wire mesh flap.

Read More
SKU: C911NC-36
Price: $40.81

BEAVER TRAP FIXED POSITION TRIGGER WIRES - 3 PACK

Model: CP39FT-3

Original fixed position style wire triggers for the Comstock Series 12x18
Beaver Trap. This part is made from 14 gauge spring wire. These wire
triggers are installed by feeding them through holes on the swing bar.
Pack of three.

Read More
SKU: CP39FT-3
Price: $6.95

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-36/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp39ft-3/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp39ft-3/
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BEAVER TRAP FIXED POSITION TRIGGER WIRES - 6 PACK

Model: CP39FT-6

Original fixed position style wire triggers for the Comstock Series 12x18
Beaver Trap. This part is made from 14 gauge spring wire. These wire
triggers are installed by feeding them through holes on the swing bar.
Pack of six

Read More
SKU: CP39FT-6
Price: $11.50

BEAVER TRAP FIXED POSITION TRIGGER WIRES - 12 PACK

Model: CP39FT-12

Original fixed position style triggers for the Comstock Series 39" x 18" x
12" Beaver trap. Package of twelve. This style of trigger wire is fed
through holes on the swing bar when attached.

Read More
SKU: CP39FT-12
Price: $19.75

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp39ft-6/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp39ft-6/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp39ft-12/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp39ft-12/
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12X12 FIXED POSITION TRIGGER WIRES - 2 PACK

Model: WCP12S-2

Original fixed position style wire triggers for all Comstock Series 12x12
traps. This part is made from 14 gauge spring wire. These wire triggers
are installed by feeding them through holes on the swing bar. Pack of two.

Read More
SKU: CP12S-2
Price: $4.95

12X12 FIXED POSITION TRIGGER WIRES - 6 PACK

Model: WCP12S-6

Original fixed position style wire triggers for all Comstock Series 12x12
traps. This part is made from 14 gauge spring wire. These wire triggers
are installed by feeding them through holes on the swing bar. Pack of six.

Read More
SKU: CP12S-6
Price: $11.50

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp12s-2/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp12s-2/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp12s-6/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp12s-6/
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12X12 FIXED POSITION TRIGGER WIRES - 12 PACK

Model: WCP12S-12

Original fixed position style wire triggers for all Comstock Series 12x12
traps. This part is made from 14 gauge spring wire. These wire triggers
are installed by feeding them through holes on the swing bar. Pack of
twelve.

Read More
SKU: CP12S-12
Price: $19.75

9X11 FIXED POSITION TRIGGER WIRES - 2 PACK

Model: CP911FT-2

Original fixed position style wire triggers for all Comstock Series 9x11
traps. This part is made from 14 gauge spring wire. These wire triggers
are installed by feeding them through holes on the swing bar.

Read More
SKU: CP911FT-2
Price: $4.95

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp12s-12/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp12s-12/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911ft-2/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911ft-2/
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9X11 FIXED POSITION TRIGGER WIRES - 6 PACK

Model: CP911FT-6

Original fixed position style wire triggers for all Comstock Series 9x11
traps. This part is made from 14 gauge spring wire. These wire triggers
are installed by feeding them through holes on the swing bar. Pack of six.

Read More
SKU: CP911FT-6
Price: $11.50

9X11 FIXED POSITION TRIGGER WIRES - 12 PACK

Model: CP911FT-12

Original fixed position style wire triggers for all Comstock Series 9x11
traps. This part is made from 14 gauge spring wire. These wire triggers
are installed by feeding them through holes on the swing bar. Pack of
twelve.

Read More
SKU: CP911FT-12
Price: $19.75

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911ft-2-2/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911ft-2-2/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911ft-12/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911ft-12/
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9X11 BEAK AWAY TRIGGER WIRES - 2 PACK

Model: CP911S-2

New break away style replacement trigger wires for all Comstock Series 9"
x 11" traps. Package of two. This part is made from 14 gauge spring wire.
The new style of trigger wires simply hook on to the swing bar rather than
being fed through it. This new style is safer for animals and also
dramatically reduces the amount of trigger wires damaged by trapped
animals.

Read More
SKU: CP911S-2
Price: $4.95

9X11 BREAK AWAYTRIGGER WIRES - 6 PACK

Model: CP911S-6

New break away style replacement trigger wires for all Comstock Series 9"
x 11" traps. Package of six. This part is made from 14 gauge spring wire.
The new style of trigger wires simply hook on to the swing bar rather than
being fed through it. This new style is safer for animals and also
dramatically reduces the amount of trigger wires damaged by trapped
animals.

Read More
SKU: CP911S-6
Price: $11.50

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911s-2/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911s-2/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911s-6/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911s-6/
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9X11 BREAK AWAYTRIGGER WIRES - 12 PACK

Model: CP911S-12

New break away style replacement trigger wires for all Comstock Series 9"
x 11" traps. Package of twelve. This part is made from 14 gauge spring
wire. The new style of trigger wires simply hook on to the swing bar rather
than being fed through it. This new style is safer for animals and also
dramatically reduces the amount of trigger wires damaged by trapped
animals.

Read More
SKU: CP911S-12
Price: $19.75

SHEET METAL NOSE CONE FOR 24" COMSTOCK TRAPS WITH FLUSH
MOUNT DOORS

Model: C911NC-24F

This handy multi purpose accessory was made to fit over the 9x11x24
Comstock Cage Traps with flush mount doors and bring capture time to a
minimum for den animals like woodchucks, skunks, armadillos. For
transport, the nose cone fits over the cage, taking up no extra room. With
no less than 3 uses, the nose cone can be used to direct animals into
Comstock Double Door Cage Traps at den sites, either at free standing
dens sites or dens located up against structures. When placed sideways
against structure, either one or two traps may be used. Secondly, when
using bait with either single or double door Comstock Cage Traps, the
solid nature of the nose cone prevents animals from reaching in to remove
bait. Third, when skunks are captured, the metal nose cone will all but
eliminate problems from spraying. Additionally, covered animals are more
protected from harsh sunlight, rain and snow. This accessory measures
24L x 9.5W x 11H and is constructed of galvanized sheet metal with a 1x1
wire mesh flap.

Read More
SKU: C911NC-24F
Price: $36.57

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911s-12/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/cp911s-12/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-24f/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-24f/
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SHEET METAL NOSE CONE FOR 30" COMSTOCK TRAPS WITH FLUSH
MOUNT DOOR

Model: C911NC-30F

This handy multi purpose accessory was made to fit over the 9x11x30
Comstock Cage Traps with flush mount door and bring capture time to a
minimum for den animals like woodchucks, skunks, armadillos. For
transport, the nose cone fits over the cage, taking up no extra room. With
no less than 3 uses, the nose cone can be used to direct animals into
Comstock Double Door Cage Traps at den sites, either at free standing
dens sites or dens located up against structures. When placed sideways
against structure, either one or two traps may be used. Secondly, when
using bait with either single or double door Comstock Cage Traps, the
solid nature of the nose cone prevents animals from reaching in to remove
bait. Third, when skunks are captured, the metal nose cone will all but
eliminate problems from spraying. Additionally, covered animals are more
protected from harsh sunlight, rain and snow. This accessory measures
30L x 9.5W x 11H and is constructed of galvanized sheet metal with a 1x1
wire mesh flap.

Read More
SKU: C911NC-30F
Price: $38.69

SHEET METAL NOSE CONE FOR 36" COMSTOCK TRAPS WITH FLUSH
MOUNT DOOR

Model: C911NC-36F

This handy multi purpose accessory was made to fit over the 9x11x36
Comstock Cage Traps with flush mount door and bring capture time to a
minimum for den animals like woodchucks, skunks, armadillos. For
transport, the nose cone fits over the cage, taking up no extra room. With
no less than 3 uses, the nose cone can be used to direct animals into
Comstock Double Door Cage Traps at den sites, either at free standing
dens sites or dens located up against structures. When placed sideways
against structure, either one or two traps may be used. Secondly, when
using bait with either single or double door Comstock Cage Traps, the
solid nature of the nose cone prevents animals from reaching in to remove
bait. Third, when skunks are captured, the metal nose cone will all but
eliminate problems from spraying. Additionally, covered animals are more
protected from harsh sunlight, rain and snow. This accessory measures
36L x 9.5W x 11H and is constructed of galvanized sheet metal with a 1x1
wire mesh flap.

Read More
SKU: C911NC-36F

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-30f/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-30f/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-36f/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c911nc-36f/
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Price: $40.81

HD DIVIDER FOR 20" WIDE AND SMALLER TRAPS & CAGES

Model: TD20H

TD20H - Heavy duty trap divider for all 20'' wide and smaller traps and
cages. This divider measures 21W x 32H" and has tongs 3" apart. This
divider comes with a black powder coated finish. Trap dividers can be
used to section off part of a trap or cage, gently push trapped animals into
transfer cages and allow for easier release from traps without rear sliding
doors.

Read More
SKU: TD20H
Price: $38.30

HD DIVIDER FOR 15" WIDE AND SMALLER TRAPS & CAGES

Model: TD15H

TD15H - Heavy duty trap divider for all 15'' wide and smaller traps and
cages. This divider measures 14" wide and 25" tall and has 2" spacing
between the tongs. This divider also has a black powder coated finish.
Trap dividers can be used to section off part of a trap or cage, gently push
trapped animals into transfer cages and allow for easier release from
traps without rear sliding doors.

Read More
SKU: TD15H
Price: $26.20

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/td20h/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/td20h/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/td15h/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/td15h/
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HD DIVIDER FOR 12" WIDE AND SMALLER TRAPS & CAGES

Model: TD12H

Model TD12H is our heavy duty trap divider for all 12'' wide and smaller
traps and cages. This divider measures 11" wide and 18" tall. Trap
dividers can be used to section off part of a trap or cage, gently push
trapped animals into transfer cages and allow for easier release from
traps without rear sliding doors.

Read More
SKU: TD12H
Price: $23.30

HD DIVIDER FOR 10" WIDE AND SMALLER TRAPS AND CAGES

Model: TD10H

Model TD10H is our heavy duty trap divider for all 10'' wide and smaller
traps and cages. This divider measures 9" wide and 18" tall. Trap dividers
can be used to section off part of a trap or cage, gently push trapped
animals into transfer cages and allow for easier release from traps without
rear sliding doors.

Read More
SKU: TD10H
Price: $21.70

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/td12h/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/td12h/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/td10h/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/td10h/
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C1212FMA - FLUSH MOUNT ADAPTER FOR ALL 12 X 12 COMSTOCK
SERIES TRAPS

Model: C1212FMA

Convert any Comstock 12x12 trap into flush mount trap with this adapter.
When a trap is set with the door open, the door extends a few inches past
the trap frame which prevents it from being flush mounted. However,
flush mount adapters extend the length of the trap past the open door,
allowing the trap to be mounted flush against a wall or any other
structure. To use, place the flush mount adapter in position against a wall
and over the animals den opening. Model C1212FMA measures 7L x 12W
x 12H and is constructed of 1x1 - 14 gauge wire mesh.

Read More
SKU: C1212FMA
Price: $31.75

ESCAPE DOOR KIT

Model: CED

Model CED is the Comstock Escape Door Conversion Kit. This kit allows
you to convert your Comstock Beaver or 12x12 trap to include an escape
door. The escape door allows non-target animals such as otter to escape
from the trap without injury. The kit includes a mesh panel door, spring
lock, and j-clips. You will be required to cut a 4½ x 4½" opening in the
bottom of your trap and install the mesh panel door. The door is 7½ x 6",
the spring lock allows you to lock the mesh panel door open or closed, and
the j-clips allow you to attach the mesh panel door to your trap. Cut your
escape door opening on the bottom of the trap near a corner where the
closed trap door rests on the trap. Trapped animals will easily find the
open release door because they tend to go toward corners of the trap to
try and escape. Detailed instructions are included with this kit.

Read More
SKU: CED
Price: $15.85

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c1212fma/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/c1212fma/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/ced/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/comstock-cage-accessories/ced/
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CUSTOM MADE PRODUCTS BY JIM

COMSTOCK BI-FOLD BOBCAT/FOX

" PHONE" OR "EMAIL" ORDERS ONLY

The newly developed specialty, wire triggered, panless bobcat/fox live
cage traps are currently being made to order by Jim in the New York shop,
offered in single and double door models in three sizes. A truly unique fast
closing live cage trap, these one of kind devices, only through Comstock
Cage Traps, incorporate spring powered, bifold doors. The design provides
internal doors that hinge at the top and fold at center to rest up against
the roof of the trap internally when the trap is in the set position. Unlike
other bobcat traps with external guillotine doors that extend well above
the frame, these traps have “zero” clearance because nothing extends
beyond the confines of the trap body itself with no parts to catch or foul
on brush. These traps can be placed in tight places and small culverts.
Additionally, this means they are flush mount.
Exhibiting characteristics found in no other cage traps, the traps are the
only powered door cage traps that nest for shipping and transport and
also the only double door bobcat traps that will nest. In freeze/thaw wet
and cold weather conditions the bifold door traps can be easily covered to
function perfectly without risk of freeze up when snow or rain turns to ice.
Because of the powered doors, the traps have proven themselves to be
reliable by remaining closed even in roll over situations.

***No cause for worry. The double door traps have been designed so that
“single firing” of a double door trap or “staggered firing” is not an issue.
Both doors drop together every time.

***Because of the versatility of these traps, Comstock bobcat traps have
been used to take beaver, while at the same time Comstock beaver traps
have been used to take bobcats.

The double door Bi-fold cages come in sizes:
38.5 x 7.5 x 15     $155.00
38.5 x 9 x 18        $ 165.00
38.5 x 10.5 x 21   $ 175.00
38.5 x 12 x 24      $ 185.00

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/bobcats/comstock-bifold-powered-door-cage-traps/
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The single door Bi-fold cages come in sizes:
37.25 x 7.5 x 15     $115.00
37.25 x 9 x 18        $ 120.00
37.25 x 10.5 x 21   $ 125.00
37.25 x 12 x 24      $ 130.00

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price:

COMSTOCK LOCK RING BOBCAT/FOX

" PHONE" OR "EMAIL" ORDERS ONLY

These useful, fast closing, wire triggered, panless bobcat/fox live cage
traps are currently being made to order by Jim in the New York shop,
offered in both single and double door models in four sizes. Utilizing the
time proven lock ring, door lock system that has been in service for
decades, Jim re-engineered the standard design by angling the door so
that springs could be used to power the doors for much faster closing. It
should be noted that once lock rings begin to drop they only need to fall
but a few inches to begin the irreversible door locking. In the set position,
like standard lock ring door traps, the doors extend straight out
horizontally from the body of the trap parallel to the ground. As the
powered doors close in a sweeping motion, animals are “persuaded” to
move forward as they are pushed into the compartment in a trap that will
lock quickly.

***No cause for worry. The double door traps have been designed so that
“single firing” of a double door trap or “staggered firing” is not an issue.
Both doors drop together every time.

***Because of the versatility of these traps, Comstock bobcat traps have
been used to take beaver, while at the same time Comstock beaver traps
have been used to take bobcats.

Comstock Lock Ring Door Cage Single Door
Single Door Small - 7.5 x 15 x 36      $95.00
Single Door Medium - 9 x 18 x 36    $105.00
Single Door Large - 10.5 x 24 x 36    $125.00
Single Door X-Large - 12 x 24 x 36    $125.00

Comstock Lock Ring Door Cage Double Door
Double Door Small - 7.5 x 15 x 36         $115.00
Double Door Medium - 9 x 18 x 36       $125.00
Double Door Large - 10.5 x 21 x 36       $135.00
Double Door X-Large - 12 x 24 x 36       $145.00
* Double Door XX-Large - 15 x 24 x 36  $160.00

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/bobcats/comstock-bifold-powered-door-cage-traps/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/bobcats/comstock-powered-ring-bobcat-cage-traps/
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Read More
SKU: Custom Powered Lock Ring
Price:

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/bobcats/comstock-powered-ring-bobcat-cage-traps/
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DOUBLE POWERED RING DOOR CAGE

COMSTOCK BI-FOLD BOBCAT/FOX

" PHONE" OR "EMAIL" ORDERS ONLY

The newly developed specialty, wire triggered, panless bobcat/fox live
cage traps are currently being made to order by Jim in the New York shop,
offered in single and double door models in three sizes. A truly unique fast
closing live cage trap, these one of kind devices, only through Comstock
Cage Traps, incorporate spring powered, bifold doors. The design provides
internal doors that hinge at the top and fold at center to rest up against
the roof of the trap internally when the trap is in the set position. Unlike
other bobcat traps with external guillotine doors that extend well above
the frame, these traps have “zero” clearance because nothing extends
beyond the confines of the trap body itself with no parts to catch or foul
on brush. These traps can be placed in tight places and small culverts.
Additionally, this means they are flush mount.
Exhibiting characteristics found in no other cage traps, the traps are the
only powered door cage traps that nest for shipping and transport and
also the only double door bobcat traps that will nest. In freeze/thaw wet
and cold weather conditions the bifold door traps can be easily covered to
function perfectly without risk of freeze up when snow or rain turns to ice.
Because of the powered doors, the traps have proven themselves to be
reliable by remaining closed even in roll over situations.

***No cause for worry. The double door traps have been designed so that
“single firing” of a double door trap or “staggered firing” is not an issue.
Both doors drop together every time.

***Because of the versatility of these traps, Comstock bobcat traps have
been used to take beaver, while at the same time Comstock beaver traps
have been used to take bobcats.

The double door Bi-fold cages come in sizes:
38.5 x 7.5 x 15     $155.00
38.5 x 9 x 18        $ 165.00
38.5 x 10.5 x 21   $ 175.00
38.5 x 12 x 24      $ 185.00

The single door Bi-fold cages come in sizes:
37.25 x 7.5 x 15     $115.00
37.25 x 9 x 18        $ 120.00
37.25 x 10.5 x 21   $ 125.00
37.25 x 12 x 24      $ 130.00

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price:

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/bobcats/comstock-bifold-powered-door-cage-traps/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/bobcats/comstock-bifold-powered-door-cage-traps/
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POWERED RING BOBCAT CAGE

COMSTOCK LOCK RING BOBCAT/FOX

" PHONE" OR "EMAIL" ORDERS ONLY

These useful, fast closing, wire triggered, panless bobcat/fox live cage
traps are currently being made to order by Jim in the New York shop,
offered in both single and double door models in four sizes. Utilizing the
time proven lock ring, door lock system that has been in service for
decades, Jim re-engineered the standard design by angling the door so
that springs could be used to power the doors for much faster closing. It
should be noted that once lock rings begin to drop they only need to fall
but a few inches to begin the irreversible door locking. In the set position,
like standard lock ring door traps, the doors extend straight out
horizontally from the body of the trap parallel to the ground. As the
powered doors close in a sweeping motion, animals are “persuaded” to
move forward as they are pushed into the compartment in a trap that will
lock quickly.

***No cause for worry. The double door traps have been designed so that
“single firing” of a double door trap or “staggered firing” is not an issue.
Both doors drop together every time.

***Because of the versatility of these traps, Comstock bobcat traps have
been used to take beaver, while at the same time Comstock beaver traps
have been used to take bobcats.

Comstock Lock Ring Door Cage Single Door
Single Door Small - 7.5 x 15 x 36      $95.00
Single Door Medium - 9 x 18 x 36    $105.00
Single Door Large - 10.5 x 24 x 36    $125.00
Single Door X-Large - 12 x 24 x 36    $125.00

Comstock Lock Ring Door Cage Double Door
Double Door Small - 7.5 x 15 x 36         $115.00
Double Door Medium - 9 x 18 x 36       $125.00
Double Door Large - 10.5 x 21 x 36       $135.00
Double Door X-Large - 12 x 24 x 36       $145.00
* Double Door XX-Large - 15 x 24 x 36  $160.00

Read More
SKU: Custom Powered Lock Ring

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/bobcats/comstock-powered-ring-bobcat-cage-traps/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/bobcats/comstock-powered-ring-bobcat-cage-traps/
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Price:
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SPECIALTY COMSTOCK CAGE TRAPS
Raccoons, Mountain Lions

COMSTOCK CHIMNEY TRAP

Model: C59CHIM

Model C59CHIM is a trap designed to capture raccoons living in chimneys,
to be dropped into a chimney from the top, and completely hidden from
sight. It consists of the trap, trap flap, trap flap chain, trap stop, and
chimney top mesh screen. The trap stop allows you to drop the trap into
the chimney at any depth you prefer, the chimney top mesh screen will
rest under the trap stop to prevent raccoons from entering the chimney
and avoiding the trap. The trap flap will prevent raccoons from exiting the
chimney and avoiding the trap. To save on shipping and space in transit,
all the components fit nicely inside the trap until it is ready to be set. Once
the trigger mechanism is set with the trap stop in place, the trap can be
dropped into the chimney. Made light in weight and compact to be carried
up ladders, this trap at 30 inches long weighs only 9 lbs.. This trap
features our Comstock powered door that closes from the outside in
rather than inside out. Our stable, patented trigger bar will withstand
jarring, but when pulled by a raccoon, will fire easily. This trap measures
30L x 5W x 8H and is constructed of 1/2" x 1" wire mesh.

Read More
SKU: C59CHIM
Price: $153.70

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c59chimney-cage-trap/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/raccoon/c59chimney-cage-trap/
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COMSTOCK MOUNTAIN LION CAGE TRAP

Available Single or Double Doors

The Comstock Mountain Lion Cage Trap comes with double or single bi-
fold doors. Please call for further details. 518-792-2371.

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price: $495.00

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/specialty-comstocks/comstock-mountain-lion-cage-trap/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/specialty-comstocks/comstock-mountain-lion-cage-trap/
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SWING PANEL

36L X 10W X 8H - SWING PANEL TRAP FOR RABBITS, OPOSSUMS,
SKUNKS, CATS AND SIMILAR SIZE ANIMALS

Model: C81036

Model C81036 features flush mount powered double trap doors. It is
designed to capture rabbits, opossums, skunks, cats, and similar size
animals. The unique push through pan-less swing panel trigger makes it
virtually impossible for an animal to pass through the trap without
capture. Spring powered double doors will take animals from two
directions when set right side up, sideways, or vertical. It weighs 7 lbs and
measures 36L x 8W x 10H. This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and
requires little maintenance.

Read More
SKU: C81036
Price: $47.45

24L X 5W X 5H - SWING PANEL TRAP FOR SQUIRRELS, CHIPMUNKS,
GOPHERS, RATS AND SIMILAR SIZE

Model: C5524

Model C5524 features flush mount powered double trap doors. It is
designed to capture all types of squirrels, chipmunks, gophers, rats and
similar size animals. It even captures muskrats and mink in water. This
trap will function as a walk through or swim through device. The unique
push through pan-less swing panel trigger makes it virtually impossible for
an animal to pass through the trap without capture. Spring powered
double doors will take animals from two directions when set right side up,
sideways, or vertical. It weighs 3 lbs and measures 24L x 5W x 5H. This
trap is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance.

Read More
SKU: C5524
Price: $34.70

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/feral-cats/c81036/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/feral-cats/c81036/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/opossum/c5524/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/opossum/c5524/
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24L X 3W X 5H - SWING PANEL TRAP FOR SQUIRRELS, CHIPMUNKS,
GOPHERS AND SIMILAR SIZE ANIMALS

Model: C3524

Model C3524 features flush mount powered double trap doors. It is
designed to fit in rain gutters and capture all types of squirrels,
chipmunks, gophers, and similar size animals. The unique push through
pan-less swing panel trigger makes it virtually impossible for an animal to
pass through the trap without capture. Spring powered double doors will
take animals from two directions when set right side up, sideways, or
vertical. It weighs 2 lbs and measures 24L x 3W x 5H. This trap is strong,
reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance.

Read More
SKU: C3524
Price: $32.60

26L X 6W X 6H - SWING PANEL TRAP FOR SQUIRRELS, CHIPMUNKS,
GOPHERS, RATS ADN SIMILAR SIZE ANIMALS

Model: C6626

Model C6626 features flush mount powered double trap doors. It is
designed to capture all types of squirrels, chipmunks, gophers, rats and
similar size animals. It even captures muskrats and mink in water. This
trap will function as a walk through or swim through device. The unique
push through pan-less swing panel trigger makes it virtually impossible for
an animal to pass through the trap without capture. Spring powered
double doors will take animals from two directions when set right side up,
sideways, or vertical. It weighs 4 lbs and measures 26L x 6W x 6H. This
trap is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance.

Read More
SKU: C6626
Price: $37.90

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/turtles/c3524/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/turtles/c3524/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/opossum/c6626/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/opossum/c6626/
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36L X 7W X 7H - SWING PANEL TRAP FOR SQUIRRELS, SKUNKS,
RABBITS, CATS AND SIMILAR SIZE ANIMALS

Model: C7736

Model C7736 features flush mount powered double trap doors. It is
designed to capture all types of squirrels, skunks, rabbits, cats, and
similar size animals. The unique push through pan-less swing panel trigger
makes it virtually impossible for an animal to pass through the trap
without capture. Spring powered double doors will take animals from two
directions when set right side up, sideways, or vertical. It weighs 8 lbs and
measures 36L x 7W x 7H. This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and
requires little maintenance.

Read More
SKU: C7736
Price: $42.15

30L X 8W X 6H - SWING PANEL TRAP FOR SQUIRRELS, SKUNKS,
RABBITS, CATS AND SIMILAR SIZE ANIMALS.

Model: C6830

Model C6830 features flush mount powered double trap doors. It is
designed to capture all types of squirrels, skunks, rabbits, cats, and
similar size animals. The unique push through pan-less swing panel trigger
makes it virtually impossible for an animal to pass through the trap
without capture. Spring powered double doors will take animals from two
directions when set right side up, sideways, or vertical. It weighs 8 lbs and
measures 30L x 8W x 6H. This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and
requires little maintenance.

Read More
SKU: C6830
Price: $42.15

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/opossum/c7736/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/opossum/c7736/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/opossum/c6830/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/opossum/c6830/
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32L X 7W X 7H - SWING PANEL TRAP FOR RABBITS, SKUNKS, CATS
AND SIMILAR SIZE ANIMALS

Model: C7732

Model C7732 features flush mount powered double trap doors. It is
designed to capture all types of squirrels, skunks, rabbits, cats, and
similar size animals. The unique push through pan-less swing panel trigger
makes it virtually impossible for an animal to pass through the trap
without capture. Spring powered double doors will take animals from two
directions when set right side up, sideways, or vertical. It weighs 8 lbs and
measures 36L x 7W x 7H. This trap is strong, reliable, durable, and
requires little maintenance.

Read More
SKU: C7732
Price: $42.15

https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/opossum/c7732/
https://comstockcustomcage.com/shop/opossum/c7732/
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